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Twenty-seventh Annual UNC Math Contest First Round Fall, 2018

Rules: 90 minutes; no electronic devices. The positive integers are 1, 2, 3, 4, . . .

1. While I nodded, nearly napping, suddenly there came a tapping,
As of someone gently rapping; very faintly came that rapping.
Silence then and nothing more.
Soon again there came a tapping, clearly louder than before,
This time numbering three taps more, than the rapping from before.
Merely this and nothing more.
If together all the tappings, faint and louder, on my door,
Made thirteen taps and no taps more,
Name the number of the taps in the first faint and gentle tapping
rapping on my chamber door.

2. Open then was flung the shutter, and, with many a flirt and flutter,
In there stepped a stately Raven, who perched above my chamber door.
Oh, the grave and stern decorum of the countenance it wore.
Quoth the Raven ”Tell me now, how many integers between four
and one hundred forty four are not the square of an integer?” Then the bird said nothing more.

3. The Raven perched upon a bust of Euclid, just above my chamber door.
Eyed a batch of treats within a silver urn.
With darting beak this trickster snatched half the treats that vessel bore.
I took out one third of those remaining.
In reply the bird ate four treats more.
The rascal then halved what was left in that gleaming urn.
I took two more treats in turn.
The urn then held a paltry three.
There I sat engaged in silent guessing, with no syllable expressing
what my anxious mind found most distressing
How many treats did that trickster steal from me?

4. My chamber was adorned by windows three.
Facing north: one square pane, a yard wide on each side.
To the east: a larger square, each side as long as the diagonal of the northern pane.
To the south: a rectangle half as tall as it was wide.
In windows east and south, the areas were the same.
Find the perimeter of the southern window, I challenge thee.

5. Ten raised to the one hundredth power is called a googol. What is log10(log10(googol(googol)))?

By definition, log10 a = b means a = 10b.
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6. The Amontillado cask is a massive square.
Each diagonal length is thirteen inches fair.
To roll it sideways perform four maneuvers-
Tip the square in turn about each of its four corners:
First pivot the square clockwise about its lower right corner,
so that the side that began as the vertical right side lies flat.
Then pivot the square about the corner that is now the lower right corner.
Do that four times, so that the corner that began as the lower right is again the lower right.
Find the total curved distance traced
By the center when the cask is so displaced..

Side Length

A x

B x2+1
2

C x2�1
2

7. The Gold Bug treasure is buried beneath an island tree.
First mark some guide points, there are only three.
This triangle has side lengths we′ll call A, B, C.
Their lengths are listed in the adjacent table.
Find the largest interior angle if you′re able.
Give your answer as an integer in degree measure.
The opposing side is what next to label.
Pick the letter A,B, or C and end this fable.

8. While I pondered, weak and weary, over many a quaint and curious volume of forgotten lore
I tallied profits from my sales of yore. The total sum was low: in digits, only four.
Each digit occurred but once, and never more.
My debts, I saw, were exactly four times more: my total debt was precisely my profits times four!
And more: my debt was the same four digits, writ in order backwards from before!
Tell me then, I implore, what sum demands that fearsome lender,
whose fateful rapping disturbs my chamber door?
That is, find a four digit ZYXW, with Z, Y, X, W distinct, for which ZYXW=4(WXYZ).

9. A prince′s castle was sealed in terror, for the Red Death stalked his land ill-fated.
In his ballroom seven pairs of costumed lords and ladies were grandly feted.
Seven different colors for seven pairs, their costume colors matched in pairs.
For the grand finale a mysterious guest presided masqueraded.
Each lady chose a random lord for the final dance.
These mixed-up pairs were then picked in random order by the masked warder.
Your devilish task is to compute the chance
that the second pair so chosen was the first whose costumes matched.

10. Prospero guards his courtyard. He will let a group of guests in his castle go into the courtyard only
if, working together, they can tell him the secret answers to all of his questions. There are fourteen guests.
Prospero has given each guest the secret answers to some of the questions. Prospero has arranged it so that
any group of four of the guests will be able to answer all of the questions if they work together but no group
of three of the guests will be able to produce all of the answers. Secrets are respected in this castle. Assume no
guest ever tells another guest any secret answer to any of the questions. Also, guests never guess.
(a) What is the smallest number of questions Prospero can use?
(b) What is the smallest number of the questions each guest could have answers for?

END OF CONTEST


